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English translation:  
 
Shaharzad: When we see the new movements in music in different countries, when we 
see the interesting groups… For example, there is a group…there are two Iranian girls, 
called Abjeez. They sing. They present a unique work, a very unique, very interesting 
work. Very beautiful Farsi (poetry), and the music … because they have grown up in 
Sweden, they have mixed Western music, the local, folklore music of Sweden with some 
Iranian elements. And I am thinking if somebody comes and talks about Abjeez, and 
broadcasts one of their interviews, right? That would be very interesting and inspiring for 
a girl sitting in home in Afghanistan and wanting to do similar work (sing). Or, for 
example Junoon, is a Pakistani group…For a young man in Afghanistan who wants to do 
something new, instead of going and becoming a student of Saboori (an Afghan singer), 
and repeat his songs in  his style….When this young man sees that one small group could 
be so effective in Pakistan, and it changed the nature of the politics of the day in its time, 
and this went to India; for example, in India it held the first Pakistani concert, the first 
Pakistani group that went to India and sang (performed), and once in there, it announced 
that we are against nuclear weapons, against war, and how this had a big influence on 
people of India and Pakistan. Once someone learns something like this, then one realizes 
that music is very far reaching, very powerful. It can change the world, and if you don’t 
know this, people and music stay limited, and my concern is that Afghanistan’s music 
might stay very very very weak, very imitative and repetitive. 
 
Noorjahan: Not only imitative and repetitive but also on the same level as always. There 
has been no ups and downs and change. It has not had highs and lows. There is no 
diversity. Now, there are many artists (singers) that sing beautifully; for example I very 
much like Hangama (a female Afghan singer). Her voice is relaxing, really. But I don’t 
expect people to go to her, I don’t like people to go to Hangama, learn Hangama’s style, 
or for example Amir Jan Saboori. This has happened a lot. A few people have gone to 
Amir Jan Saboori. 
 
Shaharzad: We saw it on TV the other day.  
 
Noorjahan: Yes, we saw it on TV the other day, for example. He had adopted the same 
style, same music, everything. Even looking at his video clip, you want to say, “Oh God, 
why do you shake your hands like Amir Jan Saboori?” Shake it in a different way.  
 
Shaharzad: And why use the same group of singers, same music? 
 



Noorjahan: Using the same music group, yeah. A bit of creativity (will do no harm). I 
think Lata (Indian Female singer) sings very well, but this is no reason for all classic 
singers in Afghanistan to go and sing like Lata, sing in Lata’s style. Or sing classic. 
Classic is a big river and you can bring changes within it. And who has made this rule 
that every girl who comes to music, should, must sing classic?  
 
Shaharzad: No. [Implying that there is no law as such.] 
 
Noorjahan: There are no rules.  
 
Shaharzad: Rock, pop (girls could sing rock and pop).… 
 
Noorjahan: Anything. It is good for people to have something. It is not that rock is only 
limited to men. (People assume that) in classic music, it is good if there are women 
singers. In pop, no women can come. No, it shouldn’t be like this. No way.  
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